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Background: Contemporary Left Ventricular Assist Devices (LVADs) mainly operate

at a constant speed, only insufficiently adapting to changes in patient demand.

Automatic physiological speed control promises tighter integration of the LVAD into

patient physiology, increasing the level of support during activity and decreasing support

when it is excessive.

Methods: A sensorless modular control algorithm was developed for a centrifugal

LVAD (HVAD, Medtronic plc, MN, USA). It consists of a heart rate-, a pulsatility-, a

suction reaction—and a supervisor module. These modules were embedded into a

safe testing environment and investigated in a single-center, blinded, crossover, clinical

pilot trial (clinicaltrials.gov, NCT04786236). Patients completed a protocol consisting of

orthostatic changes, Valsalva maneuver and submaximal bicycle ergometry in constant

speed and physiological control mode in randomized sequence. Endpoints for the study

were reduction of suction burden, adequate pump speed and flowrate adaptations of

the control algorithm for each protocol item and no necessity for intervention via the

hardware safety systems.

Results: A total of six patients (median age 53.5, 100% male) completed 13 tests in

the intermediate care unit or in an outpatient setting, without necessity for intervention

during control mode operation. Physiological control reduced speed and flowrate during

patient rest, in sitting by a median of−75 [Interquartile Range (IQR):−137, 65] rpm and in

supine position by −130 [−150, 30] rpm, thereby reducing suction burden in scenarios

prone to overpumping in most tests [0 [−10, 2] Suction events/minute] in orthostatic

upwards transitions and by −2 [−6, 0] Suction events/min in Valsalva maneuver. During

submaximal ergometry speed was increased by 86 [31, 193] rpm compared to constant

speed for a median flow increase of 0.2 [0.1, 0.8] L/min. In 3 tests speed could not

be increased above constant set speed due to recurring suction and in 3 tests speed

could be increased by up to 500 rpm with a pump flowrate increase of up to 0.9 L/min.
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Conclusion: In this pilot study, safety, short-term efficacy, and physiological

responsiveness of a sensorless automated speed control system for a centrifugal LVAD

was established. Long term studies are needed to show improved clinical outcomes.

Clinical Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov, identifier: NCT04786236.

Keywords: left ventricular assist device (LVAD), mechanical circulatory support, physiological control, smart

pumping, Valsalva maneuver, orthostatic transitions, submaximal bicycle ergometry

INTRODUCTION

Implantation of a Left Ventricular Assist Device (LVAD) is an
established therapy for end-stage heart failure. Technological
and patient management advances have resulted in continuously
improving survival-rates. However, success of LVAD therapy is
still limited by hemocompatibility associated adverse events and
quality of life challenges (1).

Adaptation of the LVAD to the physiological demand of the
patient, the final frontier of “smart pumping” has long been
proposed as a potential contender in the race for better outcomes
and quality of life. But this adaptation has arguably even regressed
from the days of pulsatile fill-to-empty pumps (2).

Contemporary LVADs typically operate at a constant speed
(CS), set by the VAD clinicians with only periodic check-ups (3).
In CS, only the pump-specific pressure flowrate characteristic
determines the function that maps pump flowrate to the
difference between left ventricular and aortic pressure. The
inherent conflation of afterload and preload is however quite
different from the native control mechanism of cardiac output,
which is much more preload sensitive, and much less afterload
sensitive (4).

Short term fluctuations are not properly compensated by the
pump-characteristic. Residual native adaptive mechanisms such
as the Frank-Starling mechanism are often impaired but not
completely absent in LVAD patients. Still, it has been shown
that patients could benefit from additional pump support during
activity (5, 6). On the other hand, patients were shown to
exhibit high levels of ventricular suction, collapse of a ventricular
structure onto the inflow cannula, often brought upon by
unphysiologically low ventricular pressures, even when their CS
set-speed has been optimally adjusted (7).

Thus, greater adaptation of pump support is warranted. This
greater flexibility of pump support should ideally come within
seconds, as quick hemodynamic changes are quite common in
everyday life, such as while standing up or coughing. Other
adaptations need to be made within minutes, or hours such as
adaptation to prolonged activity or diurnal variations. Automatic
physiologic control (PhC) promises to add this functionality to
continuous flow LVAD.

Abbreviations: AM, Ambulatory ward; CS, Constant speed; DR, Demand

response module; ER, Submaximal ergometry; HR, Heart Rate; IC, Intermediate

care unit; IQR, Interquartile range; LVAD, Left Ventricular Assist Device;

OR, Orthostatic changes; PhC, Physiological control; PS, Pulsatility-presuction

module; RLI, Rate limited increase module; SU, Suction detection and reaction

module; VA, Valsalva maneuver.

Clinical application of PhC algorithms is still limited. While
the HeartMate 3 (Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, IL, USA) reacts
to Pulsatility Index events with transient speed decreases, all
other deviations from constant speed in currently clinically used
continuous flow devices such as the LavareTM cycle (8) and
the Artificial Pulse (9), are periodically triggered and thus not
adaptive to patient demand.

Previous research efforts have identified numerous control
strategies which have been validated in silico, in vitro, ex vivo, but
only once in a clinical trial (10, 11). In these studies, it could be
shown, that these controllers adapt rapidly to changes in patient
state, such as changes in venous return, arterial resistance, and
simulated exercise (12, 13).

In a previously conducted clinical trial, it could be shown that
a PhC algorithm could safely increase flowrate while decreasing
pulmonary capillary wedge pressure during ergometry. The
used pump system was an axial pump system with included
flowsensor (14).

In this paper, an adapted, modular sensor-less multi-objective
controller for a centrifugal pump (MedtronicHVAD) is described
and tested in a clinical pilot study.

METHODS

Data Availability
Additional data can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Data in accordance with privacy and confidentiality restrictions
is available from the corresponding author upon request.

Patients
After approval was obtained from the institutional review board
of the Medical University of Vienna and from the Austrian
National Authority for Medical Devices (BASG), six patients who
received an HVAD at the Medical University of Vienna were
enrolled and completed their measurements between December
2020 and June 2021, when the study was terminated, due to
the global stop of sale of the Medtronic HVAD. The study
was registered (Clinicaltrials.gov: NCT04786236) and informed
consent was provided by the patients. Pre-test screenings
included echocardiographic evaluation to assess functional status
of the ventricles and to rule out intraventricular or aortic root
thrombus. Home documentation and lab results were checked
for proper anticoagulation. Patients with history of stroke or
suspected pump thrombosis as well as patients with known
coagulopathies were excluded.
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Study Design
The single blinded, crossover study protocol consisted of a set of
activities performed twice, once in CS mode, and once in PhC
mode. The sequence of the speed modes was randomized via
permuted block randomization. Measurements were performed
either at the intermediate care (IC) unit, or during outpatient
follow up in the ambulatory ward (AM).

Activity Protocol
Patients performed activities adapted to their capabilities. The
standardized protocol consisted of three segments.

Orthostatic Changes
Patients performed postural transitions from a supine position
to standing position and in the reverse direction. If this was not
possible for them, a transition from supine to the sitting position
was performed. For analysis, the transitions were subdivided into
3 phases: Steady state (SS = 5–10 s before transition initiation),
initial phase (IP = 0–15 s after transition initiation) and late
phase (LP= 15 – 60 s after initiation) (15).

Valsalva Maneuver
While seated, patients forcefully exhaled into a positive
expiratory pressure device (BA-Tube, Flores Medical GmBH,
Germany) for up to 15 s. For analysis, the maneuvers were again
subdivided into a steady state (SS), straining phase (SP), and
recovery phase (RP). SS was again defined as 5 s before initiation
of strain. SP comprises phase I and phase II from conventional
Valsalva classification: the period of forced exhalation. RP is
defined as phases III and IV, or recovery back to baseline. This
was defined as the first 30 s after strain release (16).

Submaximal Ergometry
Patients completed a ramped submaximal ergometry (ER)
protocol (Daum Electronics Gmbh, Fürth, Germany). If possible,
initial load was set to 20 Watts and increased each minute until
70% of the maximum power during ergometry in their latest
maximal spiro-ergometry was achieved. If 20 Watts exceeded
the capabilities of the patient a bed pedaling device was used
instead. An additional 1-minute warm-up and cool down period
was optional. For analysis, ER is subdivided into a warmup phase
(WU: First 10% of total duration), an early phase (EP: 10–60%),
a late phase (LP: 60–100%) and a cooldown phase (CD) of 1 min.

OR and VA were repeated three times for each control mode
and outcome measures were averaged.

Control System
The developed PhC system consists of 3 hemodynamically
functional modules and one supervision module. An overview
is given in Figure 1. The demand response module (DR) defines
a linear function of heartrate (HR) to desired maximal speed.
HR is estimated from the pump current and gradual changes
are considered for the module whereas sudden changes are
seen as pathologic and ignored. A pulsatility presuction module
(PS), aims at maintaining a constant flowrate pulsatility, if not
limited by other modules. A suction reaction module (SU)
detects suction and reacts by incrementally reducing speed.
Finally, a supervision module arbitrates conflicting commands,

and a rate limiter (RLI) module enforces relative and absolute
speed limits. A comprehensive description can be found in
Supplementary Material S1.

Hardware and Software Setup
PhC algorithms were developed for a centrifugal LVAD
(HVAD, Medtronic, Figure 2, 1-5). These algorithms were
implemented in Simulink/Matlab (MathWorks INC, Natick,MA,
USA) and compiled onto a prototyping unit (Figure 2, #7)
(MicroLabBox, dSPACE GmbH, Paderborn, Germany) which
exchanges information with the laptop (Figure 2, #8). The laptop
displays a custom graphical user interface. The processing unit
sends and receives data from the controller (Figure 2, #4) via the
serial data port. A switchbox is implemented as a safety measure
(Figure 2, #6). It allows quick switching of the source of speed
commands between standard manual operation via the clinical
monitor (Figure 2, #1) and the processing unit.

Recorded Data
Pump power, current, speed and estimated flowrate were
recorded at 50Hz, which were then also used to calculate
derived indices such as Aortic Valve opening (17), Suction
Detection (18), and HR (19). For greater arrhythmia-detection
accuracy, patients were additionally outfitted with a 5-lead
Holter electrocardiographic (ECG) device (medilog R© AR 12
plus, Schiller AG, Baar, Switzerland). RR Intervals were detected
by the Pan-Tompkins algorithm (20) and arrhythmias were
classified via the Medilog Adapt Algorithm (21). Finally, patient
demographic data were extracted from the hospital database and
inflow cannula angles were measured as described in (22).

Setpoint Design
CS speed was not modified from the pre-test setpoint established
by the routine clinical team, which aims to maintain a neutral
septum position and, if possible, intermittend aortic valve
opening. Speeds are confined to the recommended range of
2,400–3,200 rpm in CS operation.

For PhC, HR range was determined by reviewing retrospective
logfile recordings when available and selecting the 10th and 90th
HR percentile. Otherwise, baseline HR was set to resting HR
during pretest sitting and 30 bpm added for exercise HR. Speed
range for DR was set to 200 rpm below and 200 above pre-test CS
set speed for rest and exercise set speed, respectively.

Set pulsatility was set to 2 L/min below usual pulsatility,
determined by logfile recordings and during premeasurement
evaluation but at a value not smaller than 1 L/min.

The setpoints were set by the attending investigator, the values
above served as guidelines, but could be overruled, thus in some
patients, DR setpoints or the PS Setpoint were set deliberately
high to achieve more PS contribution.

Statistical Analysis
All values are stated as: median and [interquartile range] or mean
± standard deviation.
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FIGURE 1 | Graphic representation of the control algorithm. The demand response submodule sets an upper speed limit based on heart rate. The flow pulsatility is

partially governed by the Frank Starling curve of the ventricle (in the right panel). If flow pulsatility exceeds the set-point, sufficient filling is expected and speed is

increased proportionally up to the demand response line (black). Conversely, if flow pulsatility is below set-value, speed is decreased, eventually down to the minimum

speed limit. If suction is detected, speed is reduced by discrete steps until suction is cleared. If speed is decreased to minimum speed (red line) and suction is still

present, speed is not further decreased. Speed is increased once suction is no longer present.

FIGURE 2 | The clinical routine hardware setup of the HVAD (1–5) was modified with the addition of a switchbox (6), the dSpace MicrolabBox (7), a laptop (8), and an

isolation transformer (9). The switchbox routes serial transmission to the controller between the monitor, the internal microprocessor and the dSpace based system (1:

Monitor; 2: HVAD pump; 3: Power supply; 4: Controller; 5: Battery; 6: Switchbox; 7: dSpace Microlabbox; 8: Laptop; 9: Isolation Transformer). Adapted from (8).

RESULTS

Demographics
A total of six patients partook in the investigation for
a total of 13 measurements. A demographic overview
can be found in Supplementary Table S2-1. All patients

were male. All but one patient were on beta-adrenergic

blocking agents and all but two received ACE Inhibitors,

while three were on amiodarone. Patient 5 had grade
II aortic insufficiency at baseline echocardiographic

evaluation. Coronary cannula inflow angles ranged
from−30◦ to 32◦.

Overview of Tests
Three patients completed 3 tests, one patient 2 tests and two
patients completed only one session for a total of 13 tests. Three
tests took place at the IC and the remaining 10 at AM. In 10
measurements, the patients were able to complete the entire
protocol. In 2 tests, patients were not able to perform ER and in
2 tests at the IC, ER was performed with the bed pedal exerciser.
In 2 tests comparable data for VA could not be collected. For OR,
in 8 tests patients could safely stand up, in 4 patients could sit up.
In 1 test no comparable OR could be collected.

Pre-test sitting echocardiography confirmed partial assistance
in 8/13 tests. CS pump settings averaged 2682± 79 rpm. Baseline
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HR was 76 ± 16 bpm and mean arterial pressure was 79 ±

10 mmHg. Pump flow was 4.9 ± 0.4 L/min and pulsatility was
3.5 ± 0.6 L/min. Supplementary Table S2-2 provides a detailed
overview of the tests.

Setpoints
Six out of 13 tests were performed with setpoints as described in
setpoint design. In 7/13, SU and PS modules were focused due to
either increased DR setpoints (3/7) or pulsatility setpoints at or
above baseline pulsatility (4/7) (see Supplementary Table S2-2).

Safety Outcomes
Throughout the entire study, there was no need for any safety
switchover intervention. Neither CS nor PhC mode posed any
risk to the patient as judged by the attending clinician. There were
no study related adverse events.

Aggregate Comparative Results for
Standardized Protocol
This section reports on the average differences between the
PhC and CS. Figures 3–6 provide an overview over the single
standardized interventions. A per-test summary as well as a
comprehensive collection of all the single snapshots can be found
in the Supplementary Materials S3, S4-6, respectively.

Orthostatic Changes (OR)
Orthostatic Steady State
In CS pump-flowrate was highest in supine position at 5.3 (5.1,
5.5) L/min with reduced flowrate at sitting position at 5.0 (4.7,
5.3) L/min and lowest flowrate in standing posture [4.6 (4.2, 5.0)
L/min]. Suction occurred in 5/10 sessions in standing, and in 2/13
in sitting.

PhC-mode resulted in a lower pump speed compared to CS
and was lowest in supine [−130 (−150, 30) rpm] and similar
for sitting [−75 (−137, 65) rpm] and standing [−79 (−150, −4)
rpm]. Resulting in minor flowrate reductions in standing and
supine posture but not during sitting.

Suction burden in standing posture was reduced in PhC
compared to CS in 4 of the 5 tests, where suction occurred [0
SE/min (−18, 0)]. However, during most measurements patients
did not experience suction in either mode.

Speed was mainly governed by DR in supine [81% (71,
84)] and sitting [73% (31, 92%)]. While standing, SU module
was increasingly activated. See Figure 3 for an overview and
Supplementary Figure S3-1 for an extended overview.

Orthostatic Transitions
In CS, flowrate increased from the baseline of 5.2 (5.0, 5.5) L/min
at steady state to 5.5 (5.0, 5.7) in the initial phase due to increase
in diastolic flow. In LP flowrate was decreased below baseline to
5.0 (4.4, 5.4) L/min. Suction occurred either in the initial phase
(5/12) or in the late phase (6/12).

In PhC, speed was already reduced by −136 (−169, 30) rpm
during steady state. From there, speed was slightly increased in
the initial phase to−112 (−155, 51) rpm and further increased in
late phase to −42 (−152, 47) rpm. This led to reduced flowrates
in all phases compared to CS.

Suction in initial phase was decreased in 3/5 sessions and
increased in 1/5 compared to CS. In the late phase it was reduced
in 3/5 sessions and increased in 2/5. In the two tests with
increased suction prevalence in late phase in PhC, speed was
either set higher than speed set speed already at steady state (test
12) or repeated attempts at speed increase at low speeds (<2,500
rpm) retriggered suction events (test 9).

From predominant DR activation in steady state, increased
activation of SU and PS (Contribution >20% in 4/12 tests)
as well as the RLI module is recorded in the initial phase
and late phase. In late phase, DR governed speed even less.
High activation of PS in test 6 prevents suction without
activation of the SU module. SU and RLI modules were
also increasingly activated in the late phase. See Figure 4 for
an overview and Supplementary Figure S3-2 for an extended
overview. The mentioned single snapshots can be found in
Supplementary Material S4.

Valsalva Maneuver
In the straining phase in CS, flowrate was reduced from a steady
state of 5.0 (4.6, 5.1) L/min to 4.7 (4.0, 5.0) L/min due to
suction events, which occurred in 7/11 sessions for a median
suction burden of 14 (0, 24) SE/min, and persisted at least for
some additional time after release in the recovery phase for a
median suction burden of 5 (0, 21) SE/min. In 4/11 sessions there
was almost no flowrate response during VA (example: test 3 in
Supplementary Material S-5).

In PhC, upon straining, the decreased speed of steady state is
mostly upheld or slightly reduced compared to CS [−90 (−153,
61)] rpm resulting in similar flowrates to CS. This led to reduced
suction burden in the straining phase compared to CS for 5/7
Tests for a median reduction of−2 (−6, 0) SE/min (example: test
10), in the 2 tests with increased suction burden (test 9 and 13
in Supplementary Material S-5), suction occurred at low speeds
(<2,600 rpm) or speed was already greatly increased at steady
state due to pulsatility setpoint strategy and insufficient speed
decrease before suction. Suction burden in recovery phase was
reduced in PhC compared to CS in 5/11 Tests [0 (−9/2), SE/min].

DR-Module was again predominant during steady state. In
straining phase PS gained relevance in 5/11 tests. Finally in
recovery phase, SU was activated in 6/11 tests. See Figure 5 for
an overview and Supplementary Figure S3-3 for an extended
overview. The mentioned single Valsalva maneuver snapshots
can be found in Supplementary Material S5.

Ergometry
Due to the activity involved in getting on the ergometer and
startingmovement, warmup flowrate in CS was already increased
compared to sitting at rest by 0.4 L/min to 5.4 (5.2, 5.7) L/min.
Only in 5/11 tests, flowrate further increased throughout the
duration of ergometry by more than 0.3 L/min. The flowrate
increase from warmup to late phase was 0.2 (0.0, 0.4) L/min. In
5/11 tests patients experienced suction events, especially in late
phase and cooldown.

In PhC, speed at warmup was within 100 rpm of CS settings
in 8/11 tests for a medium difference of −21 (−50, 78) rpm. It
was increased by at least 100 rpm in early phase or late phase
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FIGURE 3 | Steady state posture differences between standing(H), sitting (M), supine (L). Left panels: Speed (ω), flowrate (Q), and suction [in Suction Events

(SE)/minute] in constant speed (CS) and physiologic control (PhC) and their differences. Module panel: control module activation for pulsatility (PS), demand response

(DR), suction response (SU), and rate limited increase (RLI) modules. Speed is reduced in all postures in PhC modes compared to CS resulting in reduced flowrates

and reduced suction burden during standing. DR module mainly governs set speed in supine and sitting position with increasing contributions from the SU modules

while standing.

FIGURE 4 | Orthostatic transitions from the supine position to either sitting or standing. Left panels: Speed (ω), flowrate (Q), and suction [in Suction Events

(SE)/minute] in constant speed (CS) and physiologic control (PhC) and their differences are presented in steady state (SS) initial transition phase (IP) and late phase

(LP). Module panel: control module activation: activation for pulsatility (PS), demand response (DR), suction response (SU), and rate limited increase (RLI) modules.

Speed is reduced in PhC compared to CS in all phases. Lower suction burden in IP and LP is observed. There is predominant DR activation at SS with increasing

contributions of the PS and SU module at later stages of the transition.
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FIGURE 5 | Valsalva maneuver (VA) is subdivided into 3 phases: steady state (SS), strain phase (SP) and recovery phase (RP). Left panels: Speed (ω), flowrate (Q),

and suction [in Suction Events (SE)/minute] in constant speed (CS) and physiologic control (PhC) and their differences are presented. Module panel: control module

activation: activation for pulsatility (PS), demand response (DR), suction response (SU), and rate limited increase (RLI) modules. Speed is reduced in PhC compared to

CS, resulting in lower suction burden.

FIGURE 6 | Submaximal ergometry is subdivided into 4 phases: warm up (WU), early phase (EP), late phase (LP) and cool down (CD). Left panels: Speed (ω), flowrate

(Q), and suction [in Suction Events (SE)/minute] in constant speed (CS) and physiologic control (PhC) and their differences are presented. Module panel: control

module activation: activation for pulsatility (PS), demand response (DR), suction response (SU), and rate limited increase (RLI) modules. Speed during ergometry is

increased in PhC compared to CS resulting in increased pump flowrates, especially at later stages of submaximal exercise.
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for 8/11 tests for a median increase of 64 (44, 89) and 86 (31,
193) rpm, respectively. In patients, where upper limits of the DR
Module were set higher, speed was increased by up to 500 rpm
compared to CS (tests 11 and 13). Persistent suction upon speed
increase (test 9) or a complete chronotropic incompetence and
lack of pulsatility response shortly after implantation (test 1 and
4) restricted speed increase. In one test, speed was only increased
in the late phase, as pulsatility remained low until then (test 8).

From warmup to late phase, flowrate was increased by more
than 0.5 L/min in 5/11 tests for an overall median increase of 0.2
(0.1, 0.8) L/min. In 3/11 tests flowrate in late phase was increased
by∼0.9 L/min compared to CS.

Suction burden was increased in PhC compared to CS in 4/11
tests in early phase by 0 (0, 15) SE/min and late phase by 1 (0, 13)
and 5/11 in the cooldown phase by 6 (0, 17) SE/min. There was
no marked decrease in flowrate pulsatility before suction in these
patients (minimum pulsatility> 3.5). The reasons for the suction
increase were suction classifier discrepancy (test 2), or repeated
unsuccessful attempts at speed increase past CS setpoint in test 9
and 12, which were by pat 4 and 2 with cannula inflow angles
of 32◦ and −15◦, respectively. In the 2 tests where speed was
increased the most (>300 rpm) (tests 11 and 13) suction burden
remained below 3 SE/min in both modes. In these patients
(Pat. 1 and 5) cannula angles were more favorable at 20◦ and
9◦, respectively.

During warm up the speed increase was rate limited by the
RLI at least partially in 6/11 tests. In 3/11 tests pulsatility was
not always sufficient to increase speed and in another 3/11
tests repeatedly encountered suction events triggered activity
of the SU module. Speed was increasingly set based on the
DR module with longer duration of exercise. See Figure 6 for
an overview and Supplementary Figure S3-4 for an extended
overview. the mentioned submaximal exercise snapshots can be
found in Supplementary Material S6.

Rhythmological Summary
In 4/7 tests arrhythmias such as non-sustained ventricular
tachycardia were recorded during OR (3 tests), VA (4 tests),
and ER (2 tests). All 38 tachycardia episodes (30 of which
occurred in test 12), were triggered by an immediately preceding
suction event. However, not every suction event triggered
arrhythmic episodes.

Arrhythmia duration was increased in PhC mode in ER in 2
Sessions (CS: 3.5 s, PhC: 13.2 s of arrhythmia). It was decreased in
OR in 2 patients and increased in one. In VA unchanged in one
test, reduced in two and increased in one session. In one session
arrythmia only occurred in CS mode.

DISCUSSION

A multi-objective physiological control algorithm was developed
and tested in a safe testing environment in a clinical pilot trial.
The controller was able to modulate pump support without the
use of additional sensors.

Controller Performance Overview
The controller set lower pump speeds, compared to CS in inactive
patient states, such as supine and sitting posture. This led to a
lower baseline speed during VA and OR, contributing to reduced
suction burden in these suction-prone maneuvers. However, if
speed was higher than baseline, speed decreases were generally
too slow to avoid suction.

During ER speed was increased by up to 500 rpm compared
to CS, generating higher pump flow. However, in other sessions,
speed could not be increased above CS speed due to recurrent
suction, even with arguably sufficient venous return.

Suction Reduction
Lower pump speed correlated with lower suction events, and
suction burden could be reduced in some patients. In the
presented dataset every single episode of arrhythmia was
preceded by a suction event, similarly to previous experience
(23). However, the exact impact of arrhythmia on patient
outcomes is not fully understood. While transient episodes of
arrhythmia seem to be well tolerated without greater risk for
syncope or sudden cardiac death, a non-contractile or fibrillating
RV might increase risk for thrombosis (24). Higher pump
speeds have previously also been correlated with reduced aortic
valve health (25), increased thrombogenicity (26), and increased
bleeding (27), partially by increasing pulsatility. However, no
definitive study so far has directly clinically linked suction to
worse outcomes, possibly due to its low visibility (7).

Increased Support During Activity
On the other side of the spectrum, speed increase during activity
has previously been shown to reduce PCWP (28) and improve
submaximal capacity (6). It was shown that insufficient speed
during exercise reduced peak cardiac output and peak oxygen
consumption (29). In our collective we have shown that speed
increases during ergometry can automatically be achieved for
most patients. In some patients however, recurrent suction or
lack of pulsatility does not permit speed increases.

Evaluation of Control Modules
The heart-rate driven DR module was the most activate module.
Only in 3 tests HR range was <10 bpm. Two of these tests were
within the first 20 post-operative days and one in a patient with
multiple comorbidities that relied on a wheelchair. HR tended to
be quite responsive during OR and early phases of ER.

The PS module was designed to become active at low
ventricular preloads. Only in patient one pulsatility of <0.5
L/min could be achieved upon full unloading. In all other
patients there remained considerable residual pulsatility before
suction, sometimes without any decrease prior to onset, or a very
rapid decrease, limiting the utility of the PS module. However,
especially at the IC it was observed that pulsatility was quite
responsive to posture changes, such that supine posture produced
the highest pulsatility and standing posture the lowest, possibly
due to venous pooling in the lower extremity. A pulsatility based
controller will thus increase speed upon lying down, which is in
line with preload-based paradigms.
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In 2 of the 6 patients (33%) speed could not markedly
be increased from the CS set speed even at later stages
of ergometry, with arguably sufficient venous return. Here,
geometrical challenges such as the cannula position, a small LV
cavity or restricted filling might be prohibitive to speed increases
by restricting pulsatility or triggering suction. Rapid onset of
suction in the selected maneuvers often did not leave sufficient
time for reaction when speed was already increased, however
in some cases, speed reductions were able to break the “vicious
cycle” of suction (7).

Absolute and relative speed restrictions were implemented
for safety reasons but limited the control system, resulting in
excessive speed if baseline speed was already higher at maneuver
onset. RLI did not greatly delay PhC reaction to exercise.

Limits of Physiological Control
Non-optimal inflow cannula position, as it may happen if the
patient gains weight after implantation, or small cavity size, can
trigger suction even when venous return is otherwise sufficient.
In our collective we observed suction even at low speeds of
2300 rpm.

Great interpatient variability needs consideration when
adapting PhC algorithms. As shown here and also previously
by Jain et al. (30) patient hemodynamic responses are highly
variable during standardized maneuvers, for example due to
baroreflex failures or different baseline preloads. Insufficient
vasomotor tone resulting in excessive venous pooling could
also explain some of the large responses especially at the IC
to orthostatic transitions. Additionally, changes in medication
such as omission of betablockers in patient 3 greatly changed
hemodynamic response.

Differences to Previous Studies
Differences to previous implementations of the control algorithm
in the axial Micromed Debakey LVAD, are the centrifugal
pressure-flow characteristic of the HVAD (14, 31). Thus,
pulsatility is more influenced by hyper- and hypotension and
speed changes as the position on the HQ curve becomes more
important due to the non-linearity. The pump-characteristic
also causes higher pulsatility in lower flowrates. Additionally,
differences in implantation techniques to previous devices might
cause a higher rate of positional suction.

Implementation in Other Pump Systems
While the algorithms were only implemented in the HVAD
in this study, feasibility of application to other pump systems
ensures that progress is not lost with the discontinuation of
this specific device. The control algorithms consist of modules
that may be adapted for other systems. A suction detection
module can be developed either by accessing motor-information
of the pumps or with additional sensors within the ventricle
or in the pump. Even without the high temporal resolution of
50Hz provided by the HVAD, many suction detection features
rely only on averages and extrema (18). Similarly, the pulsatility
module requires only the signal extrema readily available in
the HeartMate 3TM (Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, IL, USA)
for example, allowing rapid translation. The cycle detection

algorithm required for the DR module benefits from higher
sample rates. However, all currently available devices are based
on similar DC motor technology and thus have access to motor
signals such as current and speed, however not all devices provide
this information via a serial interface like the HVAD.

The sensorless control algorithms may even be used in
systems with additional sensors, either as a redundant safety
mechanism against sensor failure or to supplement additional
information. Pressure sensor, placed either at the cannula tip,
atrium or pulmonary artery could give important insight into
patient hemodynamics, and especially about preload. However,
current devices like the Cardio MEMS (Abbott Laboratories,
Chicago, IL, USA) could not register all types of suction and
could not detect ventricular contraction due to its placement in
the pulmonary artery.

Limitations
Due to the nature of the pilot study, rigid setpoint protocols
were not upheld, and setpoint options were explored, resulting in
additional data heterogeneity. Furthermore, low patient numbers
due to the discontinuation of the HVAD device, without the
inclusion of female subjects, a short observation period, lack
of invasive hemodynamic monitoring as well as a protocol
not geared toward investigating physiological quantitative
differences restricts conclusions drawn from the study.

Outlook
Due to the discontinuation of HVAD sales, follow-up studies
with this implementation of the controller are not planned. Very
similar algorithms have previously demonstrated efficacy in an
entirely different pump system and due to the sensorless nature
the presented control concepts are easily translated to additional
other continuous flow pumps, such as the HeartMate 3TM,
Evaheart R©2 (Sun Medical Technology Research Corp., Nagano,
Japan) or even the family of Impella R© pumps (Abiomed Inc.,
Danvers, Ma.), as well as other pump systems that rely on a
DC motor.

CONCLUSION

A clinical pilot trial showed feasibility of a system for
physiological control for a contemporary left ventricular assist
device. It showed that support could be increased during physical
exertion and decreased upon scenarios of overpumping, thereby
decreasing suction burden and the correlated arrhythmias.
Further study is needed to investigate how this closer adaptation
to physiologic demand translates to long term patient outcomes.
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